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BASIC DESCRIPTION

1. Summarize your project in 1-2 concise sentences.

Christ the King hopes to engage the Psalms of Ascents (Psalms 120-134) in a
collaborative, multi-disciplinary, and intergenerational process of wrestling with our
spiritual pilgrimage in the modern life – towards a deeper and more consistent life of
worship.

2. What local need(s) or emerging opportunity(ies) will this project address?

Christ the King is a young and growing congregation, both externally and from within!
As the congregation goes through the process of maturity – forming faith, identity and
tradition, this project hopes to imbed a lively engagement with the struggles of life as
worship within the spiritual-life conversations of the congregation.  Many of us find that
the pace of life continues to cram worship further towards Sunday’s and to squeeze the
spiritual life out of the weekdays.
This project is a way of proactively addressing our need to grow as weekly worshippers
and we feel that the Psalms of Ascents are an approachable, manageable and far-reaching
biblical resource for us in these regards.

3. Write a month-by-month timeline that describes how the implementation of your
project will unfold.

During the months of May, June and July the core team will begin the simple process of
regular interaction with the 15 Psalms of Ascents.  Each Monday a different member of
the core group will blog a psalm in sequence (some weeks looking at 2) for the rest of the
group.  In August, the core group will gather for a weekend retreat to coalesce our
experiences and observations of the psalms and formulate a plan for the fall.  During the
months of September, October, and November – the focus will be wrapped up in the
congregations weekly wrestling with Psalms 120-126 through Sundays, a fellowship
group, and weekly devotions. During December (advent – xmas) the core team will meet
and evaluate the Fall and plan for the spring term.  In the months of January, February,
March and April the congregation will cover the remaining Psalms 127-134.  During May
the core group will gather together again for a conference to celebrate the year and also
have an opportunity to share the resources with local friends and churches.  During late
summer and September a group of individuals comprised from Christ the King, and some
other area Acts 29 churches will travel to various galleries, seminaries, and chapels to
share a multi-media experience of the Psalms of Ascents.

4. What resources – human, material, and financial – are available to you for your
project?



This project has already revealed a young congregation and a group of leaders with a
surprising depth and balance of spiritual maturity.  The church increasingly needs
individuals who will sacrifice their intellectual, spiritual, and artistic gifts to the hard
work of nurturing the worship of God people’s.  Our amazing group consists of an MFA
in fine arts, a PhD in Old Testament, three M.Div’s, and a mom of three with a seminary
degree.

Brian Moss, at the prayerbook project has committed to support us, as well as Mike
Cosper and the artist/musicians of Sojourn Community Church.  We are also looking
forwarding to partnering with Vintage21 and other Acts 29 churches in the Raleigh area
to help us really delve into the various perspectives possible in mining the Psalms of
Ascents.  Cardiphonia Music will be partnering to providing human, material, and
financial support for this project.  The Harrison Center for the Arts and Redeemer
Presbyterian Church, Indianapolis, IN are also interested in hosting and helping us hone
our multi-media demonstration of the Psalms of Ascents.

COMMUNITY

5. How does your project express and strengthen your congregations or
organization‘s mission and grow out of its unique history?

The history of every church is as unique as the myriad stories of the individuals who
comprise the corporate body.  Christ the King has been a story of struggling to move
from adolescence to adulthood.  The church originally began as Christ Our Comfort, with
a pastor burdened to reach the outcast and troubled of Raleigh.  After a period of burnout
the pastor left and the session dissolved.  A core member persevered and the church
brought on a new pastor.  He has now been with the church for three years and has
resurrected a healthy and growing congregation more fully empowered to live and share
Christ in the city of Raleigh.

The story of pilgrimage in the Psalms of Ascents is an equally vivid story of joy and
hardship. A story of pilgrimage that unequivocally involves every member – young, old,
male, female, struggling and successful. From the city of Boston to the beaches of St.
Augustine people have moved to this city (Psalm 120).  From the rubble of divorce
(Ps130) to the joys of children (Ps128) they worship with common voice.  In the Psalms
of Ascents we find images and texts that reflect and inform our lives in so many ways –
and look forward to finding continued hope and strength as we live in them in a deeper
and more considered way.

6. Describe the process that created this proposal.

The genesis of this project began 4 years ago when I began to study the psalms of ascents
in earnest and was intrigued by the nature of the ‘collection.’
The leadership team for the project was formed this fall when Elliot Grudem (pastor) and
I began to talk about a project that would capture the imagination and hearts of his young
congregation to more fully engage their lives of worship.



Through the process of creating an advent devotional in October and November we
started the collaboration process of forming a working team.  We also began to talk with
some other artists and musicians about how they might engage with the Psalms of
Ascents in creating resources for a congregation.
It has been a challenging process to create this proposal…to have meaningful
communication amidst scheduling and vast distances (I have been in England for part of
the process). But the Lord has been present and planning ahead of us!

7. How will this project nourish healthy congregational life? If your project is
focused on a
particular group, how will this project strengthen unity and sense of community in
your
congregation?

This project will nourish healthy congregational life by regularly feeding God’s people
with God’s word, through prayer and the power and assistance of the Spirit.  By
encouraging God’s people to engage with other in examining and living out God’s word,
and by providing resources to sustain and empower God’s people in their daily lives.
It will allow for people at various places in their spiritual and personal maturity to
recognize a similar journey happening in scripture and hopefully knit in a more authentic
way our lives with God’s.  We hope, in engaging the Psalms of Ascents to open the eyes
of God’s people to the amazing reality that God’s word really exists in the multifarious
places of our real lives.

8. What are the gifts and credentials of your implementation team? How will they
be accountable to each other and to church leadership?

This project will be exciting for the implementation team as they grow together as a new
leadership group for the congregation.  Working through the Psalms of Ascents will help
us develop a common vocabulary of spiritual pilgrimage, mutual respect as leaders for
our spiritual community, and a bonhoefferesque sense of ‘life together.’  Within the core
group we will have a pastor, a painter, a PhD in Semitic languages, a musician, a spiritual
life director for a local school, and a seminary trained mom of three.  This will be
inestimable in trying to communicate the full spectrum of the true, good, and beautiful to
a living, and intergenerational church.
Accountability lives within so many various places and structures of the Christian life.
The church’s vision for the spiritual grown of the congregation encased within regular
meetings and common goals for the grant will provide the structure. The pastor, and a
future elder will help us maintain accountability with church leadership.  A group made
up of both men and woman will help us be accountable to the differences in spiritual
pilgrimage of the sexes, and a good balance of gifts will help the project to have artistic
and spiritual authenticity.

THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION

9. How would you describe authentic worship?



We have all encountered in our lives the experience of arriving at Worship to find, as the
initial words left our mouths, and the first song upon our ears – a heart that was hard, and
a spirit distracted.  We’ve remarked how this state has often surprised us.  We were
unaware upon arriving at Worship, excited to worship and be with God’s people, that we
were unprepared to be before God.
This is where we started in trying to define something as august as authentic worship:
that our hearts, minds, spirits, and souls desire that Worship would be a heart and spirit
filled with the Spirit, responding to the mighty and loving acts of God. Worship that is
the people of God called together in unity and praise of God.  Worship that involves the
preaching and hearing of God’s Word, celebration of the sacraments, and fellowship in
the Spirit.  Worship that serves and looks forward to the return of Jesus.

10. How will this project draw on the insights of scriptural texts? How will this
project draw on the wisdom and practices of other expressions of the Christian
tradition, both historical and global?

This project, in all of its conceptions, will root itself in the texts, context, and stories of
Psalms 120-134.  Scott Redd and Elliot Grudem will be tantamount in walking us
through the text and subtext of the Psalms of Ascents.  Scott will contribute his extensive
language studies (PhD Semitic Language at Catholic University) and travels around the
Middle East (Lived for 6 months in the Middle East). Elliot Grudem will help translate
and provide contextual pastoral applications.   Bruce Benedict, Project Director, will help
present resources and materials from the broader Christian tradition – both historically
and globally in regards to praying and singing the psalms.  We look forward to working
with various Acts29 churches to expand our expressions, as well as seeking the input of
friends and colleagues in missions work in London, China, and the Middle East.  We also
hope to learn from ThirdMillenium Ministries and the resources they have created for the
Christians of the world.

11. How will this project lead worshipers to deeper encounters with the Christian
gospel? How will this project encourage and enable deeper and fuller participation
of worshipers?

A friend of ours, Keith Scherer, who is working on a D.min in spiritual formation at
Fuller right now, has been engaging us in conversations about encountering God.  In
particular he has been asking us questions about how we ‘create space” for God in our
lives.  His thesis is that if we don’t actively pursue creating space in our lives to speak
and listen with God, than what we experience is the inevitable activity of ‘weeds’
squeezing out God and the work of his Spirit. My Father owns 10 acres of vineyard in
Virginia.  Over the holiday I helped to prune and pull out a row of cabernet frank grapes.
It drove home the reality that both individually and as a corporate body we must be bold
to lead worshippers in actively creating space (prune) and rooting out (forcibly uproot)
those practices that don’t bear fruit.
There is no clearer way to go about this than to individually and corporately, over a
period of extended study and reflection – read, study, pray and sing the scriptures.  The



psalms being a pristine place to dwell for worshippers seeking deep and abiding
encounters with the Christian Gospel!

12. How will your project involve not only activities, but also reflection and
learning?

The nature of this project lends itself more to the task of reflection and learning than to
activities.  The core team is certainly at risk though of becoming so immersed in activities
as we try to create resources and scope for our friends and fellow worshippers to deeper
encounters with the Christian gospel, that we sacrifice our own self-pruning.  Through a
combined use of resources and experiences we hope to engage everyone in multiple
avenues to reflect and learn.  We will provide a weekly blog to read, songs based on the
psalm texts to sing and listen too, the biblical texts themselves to reflect and learn from,
and theological materials on psalmody.  It will be a rich prism of God’s light to guide us
towards seeing him ever clearer.

13. Provide a list of books, articles, and other resources that will guide your project.

Derek Kidner, Commentary on Psalms 73-150.
Brian Moss, The Prayerbookproject Blog and Resources
Mark Futato, Various books and articles on the Psalms,
John Witvliet, The Biblical Psalms in Christian Worship
Keith Scherer, “Creating Space” – paper for D.min on Spiritual Formation at Fuller.
Walter Kaiser, Jr. The Journey Isn't Over: The Pilgrim Psalms for Life's Challenges and Joys.
Peterson, Eugene H. A Long Obedience in the Same Direction: Discipleship in an Instant Society.
Thomas, Derek. Making the Most of your Devotional Life: Meditations on the Psalms of Ascent
Robert Davidson, The Vitality of Worship
Dr. Richard Pratt and the resources of Third Millenium Ministries
John Calvin, Commentaries on the Psalms

BEYOND THE PROJECT

14. In what ways might project participants be changed and renewed by their
involvement in this project?

This project will change and renew the participants in three significant ways:  Through
the excitement and honest engagement of the leaders in their own spiritual pilgrimage –
which (hopefully) inspires the congregation and other participants to reevaluate their own
spiritual lives; through the expository exploration of the psalms throughout a whole year
– which allows a congregation space to have genuine time to learn, consider, make
movements, and then reflect on a purposeful journey made.  And the forming of new
habits for all of us that will lead to a renewed congregation that will impact visitors and
new members for years to come.

15. What long-term changes in the patterns and habits of worship do you hope will
be visible in your congregation as a result of this project?



This question rests at the heart of the hopes of this project proposal.  All of us on the core
team desire to see a fundamental shift in the patterns and habits of our lives of worship.
We desire to see this for ourselves – and likewise for the communities we help serve and
lead. We hope to see a congregation that more actively and regularly engages in daily
worship.  We long to see a congregation that more consistently sets aside time to pray
and worship as preparation for corporate worship…whether that is Saturday night,
Sunday, morning, or Wednesday evening.  We desire for more people to come to worship
with hearts that are soft, and ears that are ready to hear. We expect that this will shape a
people who are ready to do God’s will, ready to love His people, and ready to receive his
return.

16. Describe a process (other than a survey) for assessing your project. How will you
know if you have met your goals?

In the midst of our own unique congregation we will look first off to assess our project
through regular, planned reflection with the core team and in light of biblical precedent –
which yields both qualitative and quantitative results.   Have we experienced a sense of
God’s renewed presence among us, both individually and corporately? Have we seen our
congregation grow numerically throughout the year because of the prayer and gifts given
to the project?  Because one of our main project goals is to employ a systematic reflection
on the 15 Psalms of Ascents, we will reflect during Christmas and the following May on
our success in opening these 15 psalms to the congregation.

17. How will the results and fruits of your project, and the learning and growth it
brings about, be celebrated in your congregation and communicated to a larger
community? How might your project provide help, inspiration, and resources to
other congregations and communities?

We look forward to hosting a celebration in May at the end of our project year where our
congregation gathers together, with friends from other local congregations, and those
from afar who have participated, to raise an ebeneezer to the work of God in our midst.
We plan to rent out a space in Raleigh for a special celebration that highlights the various
resources created during the grant year.  We will participate in visual works of art, we
will sing and hear new songs, we will read as we dwell in the space about the psalms and
our yearlong journey together.
We hope to coalesce the year of reflection and work into a collection of resources that
will continue to sustain reflection in our community as it grows, and provide an
orientation for other communities seeking to use the Psalms of Ascents as one source of
resources on spiritual growth.
We also plan on creating a multi-media demonstration of the work to share with various
seminaries, galleries, and schools to tour around in the following late summer and
September.


